PROGRAM
2 NOVEMBER

Dom policije, 20.00 /double bill – pre-sale 25KM/
CLASSIC GUIDE TO STRATEGY
john zorn - saxophone
INSURRECTION
julian lage - guitar
matt hollenberg - guitar
trevor dunn - bass
kenny grohowski - drums
Dom policije, 21.30 /double bill – pre-sale 22KM/
NOVE CANTICI PER FRANCESCO D’ASSISI
julian lage - guitar
gyan riley - guitar
bill frisell - guitar
SONGS FOR PETRA - petra haden sings zorn
petra haden - voice
julian lage - guitar
jesse harris - guitar, voice
jorge roeder - bass
kenny wollesen - drums
Dom policije, 23.00 /pre-sale 22KM/
COBRA
julian lage - guitar
matt hollenberg - guitar
bill frisell - guitar
eyvind kang - viola
okkyung lee - cello
trevor dunn - el. bass
jorge roeder - acc. bass
brian marsella - keyboards
ikue mori - electronics
kenny wollesen - vibes
kenny grohowski - drums
tim keiper - drums, percussion
ches smith - drums, percussion
john zorn - prompter

(20 min)

(30 min)

(20 min)

(45 min)

(50 min)

PROGRAM
3 NOVEMBER

Sarajevo War Theatre, 15.00
THE BOOK OF ANGELS SPECIAL /one ticket for four performances, pre-sale 32KM/
ANGELS QUARTET
john zorn - sax
julian lage - guitar
jorge roeder - bass
kenny wollesen - drums

(20 min)

BANQUET OF THE SPIRITS
cyro baptista - percussion
brian marsella - keyboards
shanir blumenkranz - bass
kenny wollesen - drums

(20 min)

KLEZMERSON
benjamin shwartz - viola, keyboards
carina lopez - bass
todd clouser - guitar
gustavo nandayapa - drums
misha marks - baritone horn, latarra
carlos metta - jaranas, percussion

(20 min)

SECRET CHIEFS 3
trey spruance - guitar
jason schimmel - guitar
matt lebofsky - keyboards
eyvind kang - violin
shanir blumenkranz - bass
ches smith - percussion
kenny grohowski - drums

(20 min)

PROGRAM
3 NOVEMBER

Dom policije, 20.00
BOOK BERIAH MARATHON I /one ticket for four performances, pre-sale 32KM/
SOFIA REI
sofia rei - voice
jc maillard - saz

(20 min)

BANQUET OF THE SPIRITS
cyro baptista - percussion
brian marsella - piano
shanir blumenkranz - bass
kenny wollesen - drums

(30 min)

LAGE-RILEY
gyan riley - guitar
julian lage - guitar
SECRET CHIEFS 3
trey spruance - guitar
jason schimmel - guitar
matt lebofsky - keyboards
eyvind kang - violin
shanir blumenkranz - bass
ches smith - percussion
kenny grohowski - drums

(20 min)

(30 min)

Dom policije, 22.30
BOOK BERIAH MARATHON II /one ticket for three performances, pre-sale 32KM/
KLEZMERSON
benjamin shwartz - viola, keyboards
carina lopez - bass
todd clouser - guitar
gustavo nandayapa - drums
misha marks - baritone horn, latarra
carlos metta - jaranas, percussion

(30 min)

GNOSTIC TRIO
bill frisell - guitar
kenny wollesen - vibes
carol emanuel - harp

(25 min)

ZION 80
jon madof - guitar
greg wall - tenor sax
jessica lurie - bari sax
zach mayer - bari sax
brian marsella - organ
yoshie fruchter - guitar
shanir blumenkranz - bass
yuval lion - drums
marlon sobol - percussion

(40 min)

4 NOVEMBER
Dom policije, 12.00
CONCERT FOR KIDS /ticket price 5KM, chocolate and juice are free/
Dom policije, 20.00
DOSTERRADOS /ticket price 15KM/
MIRZA REDŽEPAGIĆ & DANIEL MORE
Mirza Redžepagić - guitar
Daniel More - doble bass

(20 min)

BARIMATANGO
Jelena Milušić - vocal
Atila Aksoj - guitar, percussion, vocal
Edvin Hadžić - bass, vocal

(30 min)

LA KORONA
Tijana Vignjević - vocal
Anida Isanović - vocal
Adelita Kadić - vocal
Dunja Kazić - vocal
Ajla Smajlović - vocal
Vanesa Poturović - vocal
Darja Softić-Kadenić – vocal

(25 min)

VAROŠANIN-REDŽEPAGIĆ-MORE
Almedin Varošanin - vocal, ney
Mirza Redžepagić - guitar
Daniel More - double bass

CLUB program

(25 min)

HEINEKEN LATE NITE STAGE

Club Jazzbina (address: Maršala Tita # 56)
1 November, 21.00 & 23.00 – Fish In Oil
2 November, 23.00 – Naked
3 November, 23.00 – XX2 Special

Festival Passes purchase at www.jazzfest.ba
Individual tickets purchase at www.kupikartu.ba
FESTIVAL BOX OFFICE:
Festival Center at Dom policije (address: Tina Ujevića #1)
Working hours:
1st - 4th November

12.00-23.00

INFO: +387 33 550 480 (9 AM – 6 PM)
www.jazzfest.ba

